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β

Persei, Lily Hibberd's third solo exhibition with the galerie de Roussan, uncovers the overlooked history of
female astronomers at the Observatory of Paris. Presented as part of the 2015 UNESCO International Year
of Light, the exhibition presents experimental artworks at the frontier of art and science, taking β Persei, a
form of binary eclipsing star, as the principal metaphor for this obscured history. Lily Hibberd has based this
exhibition on a series of photographs from the archives of the Observatory of Paris, realised in paint and
photoluminescent pigment on optical mirrors. Its complement, “In the footsteps of Venus”, is an allegorical video,
filmed on site at the Observatory of Paris in collaboration with honorary Observatory of Paris astronomer,
Suzanne Débarbat.

β Persei retraces the transit of women that have worked the Observatory of Paris during the overshadowed

era of two centuries, from its establishment in 1671 to the end of World War Two. Close to thirty portraits,
rendered in paint and stone, decorate the walls and halls of the building. Of these, only three comprise
representations of women: the statue of Nôtre-Dame de Dessous Terre, a fresco depicting the transit of
Venus and a plaster cast of a woman's head that Lily discovered by chance in the Observatory's vegetable
garden. Sacred, profane, anonymous; these ciphers occupy the places where specific women might otherwise
be named and remembered
Traces are therefore what have been retrieved, from which Lily Hibberd has charted a history: one woman
representing each of the twelve great stars of the Perseus constellation.

Laurence Bobis text, Venus and Mars, gendered stars, translated by Naomi Toth.
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Venus and Mars, gendered stars
Venus and Mars are archetypical figures of opposition that have structured Western systems of representation
since at least the Upper Palaeolithic: man and woman, masculine and feminine. Art and literature explore their
attractions and liaisons on a surface level while drawing, more deeply, on the energies that their antinomy
generates, thereby inscribing, on Earth as in the heavens, the supremacy of Mars over the brilliant Venus...
Astronomy is also familiar with this foundational couple. In the unavoidably anthropocentric naming system of
celestial bodies, the masculine/feminine division is projected onto the two planets that are the most visible in
the night sky and the most similar to Earth. Our planet, the third from the Sun, is flanked by Venus, which is
closer to our star and the only planet to have been given a feminine name, and is also flanked by Mars, the
fourth planet of our Solar System. All three of these planets are of the same age, 4.6 billion years old, they all
come from the same spinning cloud of gas and dust, and they all belong to the group, the “earth planets”. The
astronomical symbols for Venus and Mars are also the same as those used in biology to designate the feminine
and the masculine: a circle above a cross ♀ for the former, and circle under an arrow pointing north-west for
the latter ♂. The origins of these symbols are unclear, they appear to be the result of a stylisation process,
Venus' circle being the outline of a mirror, Mars' being that of a shield.
The Venus/Mars couple in some ways illustrates the concept anthropologist Françoise Héritier developed
in her various publications, that of the “differential value of the sexes”: the masculine, associated with a set
of positive qualities, systemically dominates in cultural manifestations. This domination is apparent in men's
confiscation of the public sphere, and, consequently, of science. Venus, therefore, shines in the sky alone; on
Earth, women were practically invisible up until the twentieth century. This only makes the fact that some
women, nonetheless, managed to create glimmers in the shadow cast by illustrious male astronomers, all the
more remarkable. Amongst them, Maria Cunitz (†1664), who published Urania propitia in 1630 in two languages,
Latin and German, revising and perfecting Tycho Brahé and Kepler's Tables rodolphines; Jeanne Dumée
(†1706), author in 1680 of the Interviews on Copernicus' opinion on the Earth's Mobility, a text which, though
praised by the Journal des sçavans, was never published. Many of these female astronomers are also the
“wives of”, collaborating with their husbands, brothers or fathers. This is the case for Sophia Brahel (†1643),
Tycho's sister, Catherina Elisabethe Koopman (†1693), Hévélius' wife; Maria Clara Eimmart (†1707), daughter of
Georg Christoph Eimmart, astronomer and instrument maker, Thérèse and Madeleine Manfredi, the sisters of
the astronomer Eustacihio Manfredi, from Bologna, Nicoles-Reine Étable de la Brière (†1788), better known by
her husband's name, Lepaute, Marie-Jeanne Harlay (†1832), who may have been the illegitimate daughter of
Lalande and who married his nephew, also an astronomer, and Caroline Herschel (†1848), sister of the English
astronomer. Margaretha Winkelman (†1720), the wife of the astronomer Gottfried, was confronted most cruelly
with the limits imposed upon her by her femininity when, in spite of the quality of her own work, the death of
her husband marked the end of her career in astronomy, her requests to take on his role or continue his work
being rejected.
At the Observatory of Paris, whose austere, almost military architecture suggests Mars more than Venus,
women gained a foothold late in the day and in an unremarkable manner. Projects of unprecedented scale
began as science entered the industrial era, creating favourable conditions for the employment of women
to perform calculations, the “calculatrices”, as they had a reputation for being both docile and inexpensive.
When Admiral Mouchez, the director of the Observatory of Paris, launched his grand “Carte du Ciel” project
in 1885, he envisaged a workshop of women to perform the long and fastidious calculations required. Dorothée
Klumpke (†1942) was made director of the office of calculations, created in 1892, comprising four women known
as the “girls of the Carte du Ciel”. Born in the United States, Dorothée Klumpke was one of the very first women
to obtain a PhD at the Sorbonne in 1893. Foreign female students were trailblazers in this domain, as they
represented 71.3% of enrolments in doctorates at the university in 1890. Acquiring the status of astronomer,
however, proved more difficult. Edmée Chandon, assistant astronomer in 1912, died in 1944 without gaining the
title of astronomer, in spite of a doctoral thesis and significant work. The first woman to be granted tenure was
Renée Herman in 1965 at age 57, after having started working at the Observatory in 1946; the second, Renée
Canavaggia, obtained tenure in 1966 at age 64....
Today, women are still in the minority across all the sciences, and in particular in astronomy and astrophysics.
Venus still has the wrong gender.
Laurence Bobis, director of the library of the Observatory of Paris.

